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Most programs will not require textbooks, which will save students money. Any individual can create and
share content. Students would need to communicate with instructors and peers via e-mail, social network, or in
class discussion forum. You have access to a ton a information about your prospects and customers to help
you understand where you are going. Information and communication technologies have had considerable
influence on the modern society, changing how as well as where people work, shop and other ways of our
lives. Which means, instead of you going out there to find people, they find you. However, there are myriad
questions and answers for both online and face to face courses. Traditional marketing is a one way street
where a business is able to broadcast or provide information to their target audience about its product or
service. You can publish content as text, audio, video, graphics or photographs on Social Media sites. Face to
face courses are old like the hills. In face to face courses, learners spend a lot of money on travels to various
colleges and universities, food, accommodation and reading materials such as books. When choosing which
class to take you must look at what teaching method better suits you. You could put all of your energy into
what you were good at doing, instead of trying to stretch yourself into fifty different directions learning a lot
of new skills while trying to work on some of the biggest school projects you had ever attempted to complete.
Text books are still central to learning relevant information, so they are same both learners to make sure that
there is no discrepancy in content. There is no Big Brother blue pencilling comments. Some students may not
be able to regulate themselves to a regular study schedule in a distance learning program. Unlike traditional
shopping experiences, most online shoppers report to having experiences that are more negative. Journal of
Information Technology Education, 3,  In short, students are required to interact with instructors and glean
information in both traditional class and virtual class. Sunil has authored three media books that are referred
texts in most Indian Universities. Unlike the online shoppers, traditional customers get the chance to use all
their senses in selecting merchandise that merit their needs and preferences. For example, most assignments of
online courses available in Coursera, a free online education platform, offer peer assessments, in which
students would use grading rubric to rate other assessments from other students Pedagogy, n. On the contrary,
institutions administering online courses do not need facilities as students learn while away from them. Each
section is usually due within a week of the date posted. The development of technology has posed several
issues for both parties, both making censorship more and less difficult to enforce. Teachers and students were
busy covering' what was set forth in the textbooks and workbooks. Contact us today to start your digital
marketing campaign. The traditional class allows every on to be at the same pace. Traditional advertisers are
typically just looking to increase sales with their ad spots, not to provide value. Nevertheless, these differences
do not extinguish their similarities, in which both types of learning rely on instructions from teachers, and
have same method of assessment. But what about Social Media? There exist some fundamental differences
and similarities between online and traditional shopping. Building a real, valuable business-to-consumer
relationship is something a print or radio ad simply cannot do. There was still an instructor, but the instruction
wasn't so direct. For instance, students could meet up with the instructors either in class or during consultation
hour.


